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Shropshire BikeFest – RAF Cosford. 

 

The second official ride out of the YEAR - (John, you got it wrong in 

your write up for Lytham. We all know there is no such thing as a 

riding SEASON, we’ve had it drummed into us for years) was to RAF 

Cosford for the Shropshire BikeFest. On a grey morning and despite 

competition from the MCN rally, seven Hatters met at Barton for the 

ride out. By the time we reached Raven Café, near Wem, our 

numbers had swelled to thirteen and that was without our resident 

sheep dog (1.14 litres) being present. I had actually made prior 

arrangements to meet the “Spencer Chapter” and Mike Greer en 

route. After a breakfast, for some, or a brew it was time to 

continue to Cosford. It was beginning to spit with rain, some donned 

waterproofs, others took a chance, though they weren’t needed as we 

soon hit dry roads and a clearing sky. We arrived at Cosford as many 

were leaving, they’d obviously been there for the start. 

 

 

 
 

 

 



After grabbing something to eat it was time to look round the 

merchandise stalls, they were selling motorbikes, motorbike bits and 

motorbike clothing – strange, I thought, to have all that at a 

motorbike show. There were also some rather unsavoury looking 

characters wandering about, Apes (from Planet of the Apes), Storm 

Troopers and even Jedi (that’s of Star Wars variety, not our 

founding father). The main arena was holding various events, a BMX 

stunt show, a motorcycle and sidecar display team and there was also 

a challenge to see who could hold two tyres at arms length the 

longest with a chance to win a set of tyres from Bridgestone. 

Chelsea, Sophie and Ryan represented the Hatters and all did very 

well – Sophie even beat some of the lad’s times. Every one who took 

part got goodie bags containing, among other things, ear plugs and a 

buff. We didn’t get to see anyone in the buff though!!! 

 

 

 

 
 

 

At 4pm it was time to head home A41, A519 and M6, it started to 

rain as we approached Knutsford services – well it was forecast. Next 

ride out Hack Green – someone else’s turn to do the write up. 

Ross Fearn 


